Spring vacation may be longer

Spring vacation may last one day longer than planned if the proposal initiated by the University of Idaho sports faculty is successful. Classes would begin March 22, rather than March 30, according to a faculty poll. When the poll was taken, the majority of the faculty favored a March 22 start. The faculty members who were polled are faculty members in the College of Agriculture, College of Business Administration, College of Education and Behavioral Science, College of Education and Human Ecology, College of Engineering, College of Health Professions, College of Human Ecology, College of Law, College of Medicine, School of Social Work.

Legal nod given border projects

BOISE — A bill to permit state-owned property to be handed over to local governments has been signed by Gov. Don Hellmund and Sen. Bob Mumford.

The legislation is of special interest to Moscow, because the city is interested in using state-owned property adjacent to Idaho State University in the state's downtown area.

The Washington Legislature passed a similar measure last year, and the similar legislation in the adjusting joint bill was written by Sen. John Heise, D-Spokane, and is approved by Rep. Fred Johnson, D-Roseburg.

Mumford has been interested in the legislation because it would permit several projects, including a proposed river walk, to be developed in the downtown area.

A similar bill was passed by the Idaho Legislature last year, but was vetoed by then-Gov. John Baldacci, D-Boise. Republican Atty. Gen. Otto W. Hulse, who served during the Baldacci administration, has signed the bill.

Campaign Affairs Committee

Campus Affairs Committee will meet next week in the SUB to finish running on the Student Bill of Rights. The committee will not adjourn until the bill has been fully considered. Visitors are encouraged to attend.

Art displayed; winners chosen to travel later

The traveling art show is now on display at the Boise State College Library. Guided by a byline to another artist as the picture to be painted, the student art competition was presented by the Idaho University Art Center. It is on display for about 4 months. The students who entered the competition were Atchison High School, Boise, and Boise State College.

Each artwork was divided into two parts. The first part was an original artwork of a student and the second part was a copy of the original artwork. The copies were judged by a panel of judges, including a professional artist and an art teacher. The winning artwork was chosen based on its originality, technique, and overall presentation. The winner will be announced at a later date. The winning artwork will be featured in the Boise State College art show. The show will be held in the SUB Art Center, and will be on display for about 4 months. The students who entered the competition were Atchison High School, Boise, and Boise State College.
Frank Bagurudas and civil rights

Let’s take a look at two of the major violations of freedom in America today. Both are under discussion and debate in the courts. The first is the case of African Americans who are being denied the right to vote. The second is the case of the American government in deciding to discontinue the 1964 Civil Rights Act and to limit its protection of the rights of African Americans.

In every state where the 1964 Civil Rights Act is in effect, there are laws that deny the right to vote to African Americans. These laws are known as "voter suppression laws" or "poll税 laws". They are usually enacted by the state legislature and are designed to prevent African Americans from voting. These laws can take many forms, such as requiring voters to have a certain amount of residence in the state, requiring voters to have a certain amount of property, or requiring voters to have a certain amount of education.

In the case of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the Supreme Court ruled that these laws are unconstitutional, and that the right to vote is a fundamental right protected by the Constitution. The Court ruled that these laws are a violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment, which guarantees all citizens the equal protection of the laws.

The civil rights movement in America has been a long and difficult struggle. It was not until the 1950s and 1960s that the movement gained significant momentum. The movement was led by African Americans, who were fighting for their right to vote and to participate in the political process. The movement was supported by many people in the United States, who were outraged by the violence and segregation that were taking place in many parts of the country.

The movement was successful in winning many victories. In 1964, the Civil Rights Act was passed by Congress and signed into law by President Lyndon B. Johnson. The act prohibited discrimination in public accommodations and in voter registration. The act also created the Civil Rights Commission and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission to enforce the law.

The movement continued to make progress. In 1965, the Voting Rights Act was passed by Congress and signed into law by President Johnson. The act prohibited the use of literacy tests and other devices to prevent African Americans from voting. The act also required states to obtain preclearance from the Justice Department before changing voting laws.
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Eight vie for Miss U of I title; pageant set for Saturday night

E-Board candidates

Survey indicates attitudes

Like the new orchard which marks 'Cherry Orchard'

Antiquated aristocracy marks 'Cherry Orchard'

Be a Leader of Men: Natural Born Instructors

Olympia draught; the brewer's draught, a tavern in the aught-ernoon; a cold Olympia draught! (ahhhhhhh) "one more," he laught.
Lange to present lecture series on Goethe, language, literature

Victor Lange, an authority on German literature, will present a series of three lectures at the University of Idaho March 19, 21, and 22.

The first lecture will be given at 7:30 p.m. March 19 in the Union East Lounge. Professor Lange will discuss "The Wandering Minstrel: Goethe's Three Years in the Inner European Language." The second lecture, "The Unforgiving Father: Goethe's Three Years at the University of Leipzig," will be presented at 7:30 p.m. March 21 in the Union East Lounge. The final lecture, "The Greatest German: The University of Heidelberg," will be presented at 7:30 p.m. March 22 in the Union East Lounge.

Lange, John F. Woudhall, professor of modern languages at Princeton University, will speak on "Goethe: The Artist & the Man." He has been active in the field of Goethe studies since the late 1950s and is the author of several books and articles.

When you know it's for keeps.
All your gold or all your silver, all your deep colors, all your brilliant shades, will be precious symbols of your diamond engagement ring. If the name, Kieffer is the ring on the tag, you are assured of fine quality and lasting distinction.

The engagement diamond, a ring of superior color and the finest clarity available. Your Kieffer Jewelry is a choice selection of many lovely styles. It's hand made by the precious page under "Jewelers."
Diane Zenier named winner in Pi Kappa Alpha contest

Diane Zenier, Alpha Gamma, was named the winner of the prestigious Pi Kappa Alpha Denny Greek Award at the University of Idaho. This award is presented annually to the outstanding student in the field of psychology. The award recognizes outstanding achievement in the study of psychology and in psychology-related activities.

Senior Job Interviews

1. U.S. NATIONAL BANK OF OREGON. Seeking candidates for Accelerated Engineer Program.
2. CONSULTING ENGINEERS. Seeking candidates for Environmental Engineering.
3. WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY. Seeking candidates for Biomedical Engineering.
4. UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. Seeking candidates for Chemical Engineering.
5. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. Seeking candidates for Mechanical Engineering.
6. UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO. Seeking candidates for Electrical Engineering.
7. UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS. Seeking candidates for Civil Engineering.
8. UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON. Seeking candidates for Computer Science.
9. UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO. Seeking candidates for Computer Science.
10. UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS. Seeking candidates for Computer Science.
11. UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA. Seeking candidates for Computer Science.
12. UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON. Seeking candidates for Computer Science.

Conservation-recruitment call for resignation of governor now

Dr. Harry W. Mats, Jr., chairman of the Department of Philosophy at the University of Idaho, has called for the resignation of Idaho Governor George A. Beaudoin. Mats, in a letter to the Idaho State Journal, said that the governor's actions have made it impossible for the state to function effectively. Mats urged the governor to resign immediately.

Politic scientists speak to local law enforcers

Dr. Victor Montgomery, head of the University of Idaho psychology department, will present a seminar at the university's Psychology Forum later this month. Montgomery will discuss the challenges faced by law enforcement agencies in the face of technological advancements in communications and surveillance.

Lecture slated: talk to explore industrial psych

Dr. Peter Green, head of the Department of Psychology at Washington State University, will speak at the University of Idaho on the topic of industrial psychology. Green will discuss the role of psychology in the workplace and the impact of technology on the workplace.

If you're in the market for a great beer, look no further than Budweiser! This “patch” identifies the world’s best beer drinkers! It's the perfect way to show off your love for Budweiser and turn heads wherever you go.
Angel Falls tapers off, attends conference

Seven new members have been tapped for Angel Flight, the Southeastern chapter of the National Association for the Blind, at its annual meeting and conference this weekend in Tissot Park in Tissot, West Virginia.

Tiffiny Williams, executive director for the organization, said the group serves as a way to provide transportation for people who are visually impaired or blind.

"Our goal is to provide a way for people to get to appointments or go to events that they may not otherwise be able to," Williams said. "We want to make sure that everyone has the same opportunities as everyone else."
ISU’s Humes tries to be the best

Located—Idaho State’s “Water Boys” was given its second tryout as usual with a sellout crowd.

Coach Humes, who specializes in the middle of the year, has decided to hold back the roll. Humes Lawrence, little Allen, and other stars from Hawaii have been suspended. Idaho State is behind the Humes Lawrence, little Allen, and other stars from Hawaii.

Willie, says, “Lawrence is still around, and he’s still around at Western Kentucky, and the挖掘 of Kentucky State University. Idaho State will have to wait to see what Lawrence will do in the 3rd game of the year.”

There was Lawrence and Hugh Lawrence, who have other hosts other hosts Little League League Little League, who have other hosts other hosts Little League.

Willie, says, “Lawrence is still around, and he’s still around at Western Kentucky, and the挖掘 of Kentucky State University. Idaho State will have to wait to see what Lawrence will do in the 3rd game of the year.”

Idaho State is planning to have the Idaho State basketball coach’s assistant’s position filled.
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Ideas about women changing

The lives of women are changing faster than the ideas about them ... until it is part of the women's job to help the ideas catch up," Miss Louise Shadbuck noted recently in her address to the students at WSU's Women's Lecture Society.

"Influences in a characteristic of both sexes," Miss Shadbuck said. "But the differences between men and women are now bigger than the time it has been.

According to Miss Shadbuck, the lives of women are becoming more like the lives men traditionally led. "Women may begin in school, work for a living, and their primary purpose is no longer child-rearing. Women yet get the best they have the chance to be just like a man, which is supposed to be some sort of a compliment. Instead, they think like housewives, writers, and artists."

Miss Shadbuck pointed out that the woman's page of news has been changing from journalism but eventually must work to get into general assignments. "This will be true, to some extent, in every newspaper reporting that they publish."

"In politics, the women's division of both parties are rebelling about being segregated from the maincurrents," Miss Shadbuck noted. Miss Shadbuck quoted Margaret Wood as saying. "The long change in women's lives hasn't been imposed on them when their lives began."

The Matron Table was held jointly by the Washington State University and University of Idaho chapters of the American Student Union in Pullman.

Family leaders, prominent journalists and community leaders from all over Idaho and Washington were invited to the Matron Table. Louise Laws was in charge of the banquet for the State Officer President of the Idaho Student Union in Pullman.

Company grants $1,500 to U of I

The University of Idaho has received a $1,500 grant for chemical engineering scholarships as part of ZM Company's contribution to engineering programs. The grant is intended to enable more and more qualified students to continue their studies at the university.

Nationally, WSU is giving almost $50,000 to be shared during the 3196 academic year by scientists, colleges and other educational institutions and organizations in all states.
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Sandy Leifer, center, seen with all the others, served as the chairwoman for the women's meeting.

Vendel Mountsinger was a speaker in the "New Spurce Tavern." A program on the occasion was delivered by Bob Hosse, WSU.

"TOWARDS A SOCIAL LANDSCAPE," a photographic exhibit consisting of over 100 photographs by five contemporary American photographers, is now on display at the University Museum. The exhibit is from the George Eastman House, the photography museum of the Eastern Kodak Co. The five photographs present different perspectives and outcomes in capturing ordinary people and ordinary things, according to Ellis Buxton, Museum Director.

The three reproductions pictured above are by Diane Michtel, Denny Linn and Gary Wright. The museum is open daily from 1-9 p.m. It is housed in the brick building next to the Life Sciences Building.